CHAPTER 20

Fascism as a Social Movement in a Transnational Context

Kevin Passmore

To treat fascism1 as a social movement in a transnational context is to buck the trend in studies of so-called ‘generic fascism’. The purpose of the latter is to derive a ‘model’, ‘definition’, or ‘ideal-type’ of fascism from observation of its primary ‘case’, the Fascist movement in Italy, perhaps supplemented with features of German National Socialism. This model would capture the essence of the phenomenon and its dynamic and permit us to recognize ‘cases’ of fascism even where protagonists rejected the label. Theories of generic fascism suffer from general and specific problems. Generally, they exaggerate the explanatory power of models of any type and they take for granted that ‘cases’ of fascism are national variants of the same essence. They also harden concepts that were contested and fluid in practical politics. Specifically, and directly relevant to this essay, models of generic fascism rely unwittingly on understandings of social action derived from late nineteenth-century crowd psychology, from which social movement theory has—in principle—liberated itself.

1I use ‘Fascism’ to designate the Italian movement and regime and ‘fascism’ to refer to the generic concept.
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The fashionable political religions approach to generic fascism is especially dependent upon this reworking of crowd psychology, transmitted via Parsonian social science, concepts of mass society and totalitarianism theory. For theorists of totalitarianism, fascism was a product of the classic strain-breakdown-disorientation-reintegration sequence: upheaval provokes disorientation (anomie) in the mass, making it vulnerable to a messianic, authoritarian movement that promises to restore meaning to the disrupted world. As Leonard Schapiro put it, a totalitarian movement entails leadership of an elite equipped with an impossibly utopian plan for revolutionary reorganization of society and an ideology able to appeal to the implicitly irrational ‘mass’ through its innate nationalism, ‘the predominant and most primitive mass emotion’.

When Schapiro wrote, totalitarian theorists were preoccupied with structures of rule. Then from the late 1980s, they embraced the scholarly fashion for the study of ideas. Roger Griffin depicted fascism as an ideology of national rebirth (palingenesis) after a period of crisis and decline. In parallel, Emilio Gentile’s political religions theory maintained that sacralization of the state and/or party provided the ideological and emotional re-integration that the mass craved; the agency of the ‘mass’ is limited to expressing the desire for charismatic leadership and political religion—it is ‘disposed’ to fascism. The ‘brutalization thesis’ is another cousin of these theories. According to this view, the trauma of war awoke a latent disposition to violence in the political culture (or mentality) of societies that had not fully modernized. Here too we see the debt to crowd psychology and the assumption of a unitary national character.

---

Another development has reinforced top-down tendencies in the aforementioned approaches to fascism. Influenced by Michel Foucault's concept of 'governmentality', researchers have been focussing on fascist regimes' social and racial projects. This approach emphasizes the way that fascist regimes infiltrate commercialized leisure, sport and cinema, and thus service and channel the 'utopian longings' of ordinary people, and ensure that people colluded in their own oppression. There are clear parallels with crowd psychology and its avatars.

Taken together, these trends have shifted scholarly attention away from fascist movements towards regimes, to their rituals, cultures, and, for Foucauldians, to their 'techniques of rule'. Even some of those who do study fascist movements select those aspects of them that prefigure the political religion of the regime, or they use a version of the brutalization thesis. These theories are not entirely without value. They highlight the emotional component of fascism and potentially of social movements generally, which had been neglected in some earlier social interpretations. However, they reduce fascism to these aspects, essentialize it, fail to see its internal conflicts, and rule out legitimate alternative perspectives.

Fascism theories share a weakness of models in general. They assume that the 'properties' of the model can explain the actual history of the movement. Thus, Dieter Rucht contends that a 'real definition' includes a theory about the 'coming into existence, the consequences, and/or the "nature" ... of the phenomenon'. A practical illustration is the commonplace in the historiography of fascism and Nazism that their dependence on charismatic authority necessitated the continual performance of miracles and made self-destruction inevitable. In fact, definitions cannot explain the actual history of a movement because they involve selection among the many features of a given movement, and elements not included in the definition will always influence the movement's history. Moreover,
those who joined fascist movements rarely saw themselves simply as fascists. Most often, they brought with them multiple agendas and visions of what fascism was or should be, their degrees of commitment carried, as did their sympathies for other movements. Of course, some activists were fanatics, but even fanaticism requires historicization.

Another difficulty with the generic approach is the assumption that the world is really divided into entities, even ‘fuzzy’ ones, that await modelling. It is perfectly legitimate to make a conceptual distinction between social and political movements, but we must remember that reality itself is not divided in that way. The example of fascism demonstrates the point well, since depending on perspective one could see it as a political or social movement or both. One cannot solve the problem by dividing fascist organizations into social and political components either, or indeed by distinguishing between fascism-movement and fascism-regime. To be useful, definitions must be open and potentially compatible with other definitions, and we must be precise about what they show and what they do not show.

The French school of political sociology develops social movement theory in ways that is useful to the study of fascism. Like totalitarian and political religion theorists, its leading exponent, Michel Dobry, situates fascism in relation to crisis and the mobilization of groups outside the political system. However, the resemblance ends there, for social breakdown is not total, and although circumstances and options are harder to read, people do not become irrational, and they do not necessarily abandon old objectives. Therefore Dobry focuses on the actions of protagonists, on the available ideas that they use and adapt to understand the situation, and on the strategies that they use to achieve their objectives and anticipate the responses of rivals and opponents. Dobry’s method shifts attention to the ‘constructed rationality’ of protagonists. His concept is open in that is does not pretend to identify necessary causes of crises or predict outcomes. It does not attempt to find a common denominator among the activists in a social movement, and does not believe it possible to establish the model of fascism or of a social movement.

---

12 Crisis occurred in France in May 1968 without prior economic catastrophe or de-legitimation of the system.

Notwithstanding, we cannot abandon definitions—this approach has nothing to do with the postmodern claim that historical writing is merely linguistic employment. First, we must define the limits of study—our *explicandum*—without pretending that the movements included within its scope share something essential. My choice is to discuss aspects of Italian Fascism, Nazism, Hungarian movements, the French leagues, and the reception of fascism in India, China and South America. While these countries conventionally figure in discussions of generic fascism, I do not enter into the (irresolvable) debate about whether or not they actually were fascist or indeed whether or not they were social movements.

Secondly, I ask instead what treating fascism as a social movement can tell us. I use Dieter Rucht’s definition: ‘a network of individuals, groups and organizations that, based on a sense of collective identity, seek[s] to bring about social change (or resist it) primarily by means of collective public protest’. I qualify the definition with a stress on conflict concerning the movement’s nature and objectives. Indeed, social movement concepts are most revealing when they allow for the convergence of multiple mobilizations in a heterogeneous movement. My definition is therefore open, and is compatible with other perspectives. Only an open concept allows for the fact that the movements I consider both share the major features of social movements (as I have defined them) and were dedicated to winning political power (along with other objectives), often through participation in the political system. I shall therefore discuss and compare the place of movements in the quest for power.

Thirdly, following Michel Dobry, we may ask how protagonists used their own concepts and categories in specific contexts. However sceptical we might be about fixed concepts, protagonists believed fascism to have precise characteristics, and so we may ask how the term figured in the systems of classification of the period, what was at stake in its use, and how it related to the disposition of social power. The history of fascism involved sometimes lethal conflicts about the ‘true meaning’ of the word, which were sometimes folded into disputes about whether fascism was a movement or a party. The same considerations apply to crowd psychology, for it too was essential to the way that protagonists understood collective behaviour, classified and recognized allies and enemies and defined strategies.

Tracing the history of categories also implies following them transnationally. Whereas generic fascism theorists see discrete national move-

---
14 Rucht, ‘Social Movements—Some Conceptual Challenges’, Chap. 2 in this volume.
ments as variations of a core, a transnational approach recognizes that protagonists used and transformed ideologies in quite different contexts for different purposes. That is not to deny the importance of the national framework. Nations were another essential part of the classificatory systems that protagonists used, and were very important to the distribution of social power. Fascists privileged the nation (though inconsistently and never unproblematically) and sought power in territorial states. Moreover, transnational exchanges were as likely to reinforce boundaries as dissolve them.\textsuperscript{15} For instance, fascists proselytized internationally to advance the cause of their own nation, and this nationalism created barriers to the diffusion of fascism. The history of fascism, though beyond the scope of this essay, is incomprehensible if we forget that fascists endeavoured to use the immense power of the nation-state to re-structure a world that was stubbornly transnational. I also suggest that the social movement aspect of fascism was important in the way that Italian Fascism was received internationally. The groups that I consider were ‘entangled’ as social movements.

\textbf{War, Political Crisis and Social Movements}

One can hardly deny that the Great War was a traumatic experience. The contention that the war permanently brutalized all veterans or caused individuals to surrender to anomie and yearning for political religion is more contestable.\textsuperscript{16} As well as anxiety and isolation and loss, the war provoked enthusiastic engagement in civil society organizations, charities and trade unions.\textsuperscript{17} These groups were largely committed to winning the war (at least because they saw winning it as better than losing it), but they were politically heterogeneous and pursued multiple objectives. The more right-wing of these groups often glorified violence and adopted a Manichean view of the conflict as one between civilization and barbarism. But not all of those who espoused such ideas engaged in practical violence after the war or became fascists.

In 1919, the strains of war provoked political crisis and social mobilization even in the victorious countries, while defeat brought down the Empires of Central Europe. Bourgeois self-defence organizations, often paramilitary, emerged in many countries. They were strongest in the ethnically diverse borderlands of Eastern Europe from the German frontier


\textsuperscript{16} Ziemann, ‘Germany after the First World War’, pp. 86–86.

\textsuperscript{17} Peter Fritzche, \textit{Germans into Nazis} (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998), pp. 39–82.
with the Baltic States through the Hungarian borderlands, to the Italian frontier with Yugoslavia, where the Central Powers had lost territory and state authority had collapsed. Frontier conflicts folded into the fight against domestic socialism. Paramilitaries fought Béla Kun’s revolution in Hungary, the socialists in Germany, and rural strikes and factory occupations in Italy. Violence was particularly serious in western Hungary, where Jews and allegedly politicized women were targeted.

Significantly, in October 1921 one paramilitary group, the Hungarian National Defence Union (MOVE) led by Gyula Gömbös helped the reactionary Miklós Horthy regime to fend off an attempt by the deposed Habsburg king to reclaim his throne—thus revealing political divisions within the counter-revolution, for the Protestant Gömbös despised the Catholic royal family. The reaction was politically heterogeneous everywhere; true, every group opposed communism, but not necessarily for the same reasons.

There was no direct line between this paramilitary counter-revolution and fascism. First, fascism did not win power where paramilitary violence was most unrestrained, i.e. in Hungary. Secondly, fascism would develop from the whole range of veteran, religious and charitable groups, bourgeois clubs, women’s groups, et cetera that had developed during and after the war. While many of them were very right wing, they were not necessarily committed in practice to the use of violence for political purposes. There was, after all, more to fascism than physical violence. Thirdly, fascism enjoyed some support from senior functionaries, business and generals, who shared enemies, and who had become fascinated with the manipulation of massive numbers of soldiers and workers, and thus with projects for economic, social, and eugenic engineering. These networks, which were not distinct in practice, would battle to define fascism.

Following Michel Dobry’s schema the post-war years witnessed a ‘multi-sector mobilization’, producing a ‘fluid situation’, as the new forces described above took the political initiative. Disruption of routine meant that circumstances were harder to read, but far from becoming irrational, protagonists continued to act rationally in the light of their inherited ways of understanding their circumstances. The groups involved were often mutually antipathetic, but they could also coalesce into broader movements. Either way they disrupted existing political alignments and rou-

---


tines, and shifted politics away from the state and parliament towards the streets and villages. Multi-sector mobilization also potentially undermined the usual solidarity between the sectors of the state, as economic and military powers were tempted or constrained to deal with the popular mobilization. These developments were especially dangerous where important sections of the population did not accept existing regimes.

ITALY

In 1919, Benito Mussolini was looking for a new place in the political landscape. Since 1914, his advocacy of intervention in the Great War had cut him off from the left while his calls for revolution had alienated the right. He also faced competition from the more prestigious interventionist leader, the poet and auto-proclaimed Nietzschean superman, Gabriele D’Annunzio. The term *fascio* was attractive because it meant ‘close union’ in a popular movement and because its first political use, by Sicilian peasant socialists in the 1890s, lent it an air of radicalism. In 1915, dissident leftists, including Mussolini, formed the *Fasci d’azione interventista* to persuade the proletariat that only intervention in the war could bring revolution. Interventionists nevertheless possessed friends in high places. In December 1917, around 150 parliamentarians formed the *Fasci parlamentari di difesa nazionale*. This group was largely conservative, but it won the backing of most interventionists, including the syndicalists (revolutionary trade unionists) and the inevitable Mussolini. Local *fasci* also appeared, and by 1919, the term was an interventionist commonplace, used by Futurists (a modernist art movement) and veterans in particular.20

Mussolini owed his eventual primacy partly to events that were beyond his control, and which had little to do with his charisma or the programme or actions of Fascist leaders. In 1920, the movement expanded rapidly as an anti-socialist force in the countryside, thus provoking the Fascists to modify their programme in a more antisocialist direction. Meanwhile, an attempt by D’Annunzio’s ‘legions’ to seize the border city of Fiume fizzled out. And just as the poet was restoring his reputation, he fell from a window while high on cocaine. Mussolini benefited also from his dual position as a figure of national stature and leader of the fascist movement. He established his credentials nationally by confining his journalistic output to foreign policy

---

matters, and by negotiation with conservatives, notably in the parliamentary elections of 1921. But he did not abandon Fascism to his conservative allies. On the contrary, he feared that the unrestrained anti-socialist violence of the squads would reduce his movement to a reactionary force. He continued to stress social radicalism and even revolution, and negotiated a 'Pacification Pact' with the moderate socialist Prime Minister. The regional leaders of the squads, the ras, saw that as an affront to their own idea of revolution, which entailed elimination of socialism from a regenerated national community, led by an elite purge of 'bourgeois values' (but not the bourgeoisie). Faced with the ras' opposition, Mussolini staged his resignation in the summer of 1922. Then in November, he triumphantly returned at the inaugural congress of the Partito Nazionale Fascista (PNF), which set about disciplining what had hitherto seen itself as a 'movement'. Some activists feared that this strategy would replace the 'youth and poetry' of the movement with the 'paunch, moustache and beard' of Roman politics. However, the ras recognized that if they wanted power, Mussolini alone possessed necessary national leverage. Anyway, the movement continued to matter. The November deal dropped the Pacification Pact, and so long as the squads were loyal to Mussolini, they could continue their violence against socialists and national minorities.

The Fascist movement was essential to Mussolini's capture of power. The March on Rome was not a charade; it threatened to displace the police, army, and liberal political class, and Mussolini approved, for he knew that disorder was a weapon with which to blackmail the government. He came to power because he was indispensable in both parliamentary majorities and of the conflicts in town and countryside. As such, Fascism was a product of diverse constituencies, which disagreed fundamentally on the nature of their movement. It was not clear what had won in October 1922: a movement or a party?

Closer examination of the Fascist movement in the light of the concepts of social movements, combining the characteristics of Dieter Rucht and Bert Klandermans—instrumentalism, solicitude and action frames—underlines both the relative usefulness of the concept and the point that Fascism has no 'core'.

---

22 Duggan, Fascist Voices, pp. 46–47.
23 Bert Klandermans, 'The Demand and Supply of Participation: Social-Psychological Correlates of Participation in Social Movements', in David A. Snow, Sarah A. Soule and
Instrumentalism

Instrumentalism is a weak point for political religions theory. It sees fascism as a response to diffuse anomie and so cannot explain why some groups were so much more inclined to join the Fascist movement than others. Neither can it understand the specific relationships between religious motifs and other priorities. And because political religions theory sees fascism as ‘revolutionary’ it dismisses the support of large landowners, capitalists and the authorities for fascism as tactical or instrumental and not therefore as part of the core. Social movement theory is stronger because it allows for the eclecticism of fascism.

The same activists who used religious language to express their fascism also referred to it as a bourgeois movement. One squad member boasted that fascists had forced down wages at a time when the ‘peasants were dressing like me and the cowherd’s daughter was more elegant than my sister’. Since 1920, the fasci had carried out a reign of terror. In the Po Valley, they attacked and destroyed socialist organizations; in the Venezia Giulia, they assaulted the Slavic population, the southernmost extent of the space of conflict opened by the collapse of the Habsburg Empire. By 1922, in towns such as Ferrara, Fascists had already imposed their rule. Often, the administration, police, army, and landowners indicated the targets, provided lorries and paid for the petrol. But many activists also attacked the bourgeoisie. Often that meant criticizing it only for allowing democratic values to impede the crushing of socialism, but it could also express generational, political and social conflicts. Also, the fascist desire to reincorporate workers and peasants into the nation could mean addressing their ‘legitimate grievances’ against capitalism.

To that end, Fascists set up labour unions to compete with Catholic and Socialist organizations, and they may have had half a million members by 1922. These unions depended on employers’ complicity, but that was not all there was to them. Fascism appealed to poor sharecroppers and peasant landholders, who had initially backed the socialists, but soon resented attempts to force them to hire union labour on their farms. The


Fascists offered peasants and labourers selective incentives to join their own unions, promising to protect the gains won in 1919–1920 while destroying socialism. Paul Corner shows a clear sequence in Ferrara: ‘violence to neutralise the socialist movement, propaganda and a carefully considered agrarian policy to initiate desertion of the [socialist] leagues and which then relied on the mechanism of the labour market in order to complete that process’. Fascism offered a relative benefit to landowners, but at the price of concessions to ‘socialism’ in the form of job security and land. Paradoxically, the result was to import class conflict into the Fascist movement and regime, while advantaging the powerful in this struggle even more than in democratic society.26

The place of women’s groups in the Fascist movement was analogous. Male Fascists allied anti-feminism to treatment of women as sex objects and idealization of motherhood. Veterans were particularly resentful of female employment. Yet women still joined the movement. Some came via D’Annunzio, whose womanizing did not prevent him from promising political equality, or from Futurism, which preached the freedom of women from the domination of any single man. Other women were socialist comrades of Mussolini; a few even joined the squadristi, and most were more committed to gender equality than were male activists. Like trade unionists, women discovered that they were in a weaker position in the Fascist movement than in democratic society, and the cost of participation in the squads was ridicule. The January 1922 regulations for the Fatti femminili in principio confined women to charitable work and propaganda. Women did however have male indifference on their side, and so the unequal struggle between feminists and their opponents continued within the regime.27


SOLIDARITY

Incentives alone cannot explain participation in a social movement, for people may enjoy its fruits without participating. People were also attracted to Fascism by the kudos of membership in a prestigious group. In some cases, activism represented an extension of exclusive bourgeois social networks, from Ancona’s circolo cittadino, via the largely upper-class student movement, to the charitable networks of wealthy women. Also important were the veterans, with whom the Fascists systematically associated themselves. In his 1920 election campaign, Mussolini sang the anthem of the Arditi, the most prestigious veterans of all. Soldiers, from generals to conscripts, resented the material difficulties of demobilization and agreed that their sacrifice had been wasted by politicians. Those too young to have served in the war shared the veterans’ glory through participation in the squads, and for some of them activism provided a status that they otherwise lacked. Participation in punitive expeditions to Socialist towns and triumphal marches of heroes reinforced solidarity in a community of violence.

Militarism reinforced hierarchy within the movement insofar as it preserved a chain of command reflecting the broader class structure. Most members were bourgeois, and most leaders were junior officers. But militarism also imported conflict into the movement. The army could not be relied on to obey orders and some generals plotted against the state. Moreover, war service reinforced the solidarity on which agricultural trade unionism depended, and so potentially hardened antagonism to bosses, including pro-fascist bosses.

Some of those who attended the first meeting of the Fasci swore their readiness to die for Italy over a dagger. Subsequently, the squads incorporated much of the lifestyle of soldiers and D’Annunzio’s expedition—cocaine, drunken debauchery, abuse of women, brutality, histrionic speeches, and parades. Political religions theory rightly stresses that demonstrations and rituals were intended to unite the movement and prefigure regenerated Italy. Moreover, Fascists believed that Le Bon had understood the need for an ideology that would bind followers to the leader. Emotional commitment was probably strongest among those who joined before the movement had won any successes. Yet emotional and

26 Bosworth, Mussolini, p. 138; Grazia, How Fascism Ruled Women, pp. 31–32.
27 Bosworth, Mussolini, p. 136.
29 Duggan, Fascist Voices, pp. 22–25.
instrumental dimensions were inseparable in practice, for the power of the inner core depended on using its proximity to Mussolini. We have also seen that the breakthrough of Fascism happened quite independently of Mussolini’s charismatic presence. Subsequently, Fascists rationalized their support as a response to Mussolini’s qualities, and Mussolini’s need to maintain his prestige consequently constrained him. It would have been hard for him to become just another Italian Prime Minister. Fascist rituals had purchase partly because they were invented within the movement: the black shirts, appeal to the fallen, the use of trucks to transport squads and the castor oil punishment. The party anthem originated with the Arditi. 32 Political religions theory cannot account for the coexistence of rituals and conflict within the fascist movement.

FRAMES

Political religions theory is on safer ground in relation to ‘action frames’. Undeniably, many Fascists were emotionally committed to national rebirth, and the movement offered an outlet for outrage at Italy’s treatment by the Allies. Through the press and speeches Fascist leaders disseminated their definition of the situation. 33 It defined the problem (national decline and disunity, class conflict), designated the guilty (the British, socialists, Slavs, bourgeoisie), and the solution (the advent to power of a new national elite drawn from the veterans and youth). Attacks on the socialists were legitimated by stories—too ubiquitous to be taken literally in every case—of socialists abusing veterans in the streets.

In practice, Fascist ideologues were complex. The aforementioned action frame was combined with many other motivations, perceptions and ideas. Like all social movements, in unprecedented crisis situations, Fascists used well-established ideas to understand the new situation. These ideas had histories, controversies and stakes of their own, and they resonated differently in the heterogeneous fascist constituency. Ideological debate within the movement represented a particular spin on old controversies about the nature of the political system, the relative importance of state and private initiative in social reform, the role of trade unions, the rights of women and much more, which were not specific to Fascism, out of which came new ideas and projects.

32 Bosworth, Mussolini, p. 145.
Likewise, we must historicize the religious language and rituals of Fascism, for they demonstrate not the correctness of Le Bon’s theories of its avatars, but the use of crowd psychology to shape political action. Crowd psychology provided an incontestible (and un falsifiable) explanation for political conflict; it taught that the mass was potentially dangerous and vulnerable to ‘demagogues’, but could be a force for good if led by a genuine elite. The latter must be close enough to the mass to understand the national psychology, but distant enough from the materialist and irrational crowd to provide disinterested national leadership. Besides his debt to Le Bon, Mussolini drew on Georges Sorel, Vilfredo Pareto, Gaetano Mosca and Robert Michels, all of whom owed something to crowd psychology. He held that the elite must structure the mass: ‘The mass is a flock of sheep until it is organized’. He saw fascist marches as restoring the colourful and picturesque in the mass mind.

Treating Fascism as a social movement shows that protagonists put crowd psychology to very different uses. It could justify harnessing the nationalism of the mass to the creation of a new society. Division of the world into elites and demagogues also led Fascists to overestimate the power and dangerousness of their opponents, so that gains by socialist trade unions appeared to threaten the whole social system and legitimated Fascist violence. Violence was important to Fascist practice both in the sense that the movement viewed it as a form of propaganda and because success depended on intimidation of opposing organizations (cast as antinational demagogues) as much as on ritual adoration of the leader.

Moreover, crowd psychology did not necessarily lead in radical directions. It also taught that the elite should pursue ‘realistic’ policies, in conformity with the psychology of the people and the possibilities for action. Therefore, it potentially reinforced Mussolini’s willingness to compromise in the interests of winning power. Similarly, while many Fascists depicted the elite as a macho warrior caste, women portrayed themselves as an elite capable of regenerating the mass through social work—a notion with a long history in Italy and elsewhere. Mussolini’s appointment as Prime Minister on 29 October 1922 won him many admirers outside Italy, but

---

it is not surprising that foreign observers of Fascism could not pin down its essence.

**Transnational Fascism**

In 1919, several movements emerged that looked similar to Fascism, quite independently of it. That happened because economies, religions and ideas had always transcended frontiers, and for the purpose of analysis we may take that as given. Likewise, war was a transcontinental experience, belligerents drew on a common pool of ideas and precedents, and there had been much international exchange concerning military strategy and the organization of society for war. Afterwards, unrest affected most countries in some degree. As we have seen, the movements that most resembled Fascist paramilitarism developed in defeated Germany, Austria and Hungary, in the disputed borderlands of Eastern Europe, and there were many contacts between far-right activists in these areas. Demobilized officers keen to compensate for defeat and students wishing to prove themselves in battle were prominent, and they endeavoured to kill the Jews and Bolsheviks whom they held responsible for defeat. As in Italy, future activists recounted having been spurred to action by having their decorations stripped by reds, and everywhere the far-right was divided politically and socially. In Germany, a veteran claimed to have come home to ‘hysterical’ crowds, composed of disease-ridden ‘rats’.

Italy was not initially central to the diffusion and exchange of far-right ideas and practice. The Central European far-right had little interest in a country that had benefited from the peace treaties and which some saw as racially inferior. The Western far-right did not view Italy much more positively. Indeed, it was Mussolini who borrowed from the French thinkers, Le Bon and Sorel. Yet the actions of the fascist squads in ethnic conflicts on the Yugoslav border were contiguous with the Central European space of conflict described above, and as such it represented a transitional space between eastern and western Europe. The style and methods of D’Annunzio’s Fiume expedition were transferred to the class conflicts of the Po Valley and then beyond. And since the Fascist movement amounted to more than just paramilitary violence there were potential convergences with a whole range of foreign movements in terms of ideology and practice.

---

Fascism’s success turned it into a prestigious label. By 1925, movements in no less than 45 states had designated themselves as ‘fascist’, encouraged also by the Italian regime’s efforts to spread its ideology. However, the question of imitation is complex, especially if we try to separate out perceptions of fascism as a movement according to our definition. On the Italian side, the nature of Fascism remained uncertain, all the more so imitators looked both to the Fascist movement and the regime. Major disputes continued within the Fascist regime concerning the status of trade unions and Church and the relationship of state and party. Since Fascists were not sure what fascism was, it is no surprise that foreigners, not to speak of present-day scholars, could not agree what it was either. Some observers stressed authoritarianism, and did not differentiate between the Spanish and Italian dictatorships. Moreover, dislike of the Italian regime’s nationalism and imperialism stymied attempts to build a ‘Fascist International’, and Italian Fascism was not the only model towards which foreign movements looked. Another complicating factor was that antisocialism from Antonio Gramsci to Ernst Bloch swallowed Fascists’ claim that they had found the secret of moving the mass, and so thought that analogous techniques must be used to fight fascism.

**National Socialism**

The Great War and November Revolution had convinced many ordinary Germans that they should be involved in national politics and provoked the emergence of a network of movements in a multi-sector mobilization. This activism was not homogeneous. Socialists were part of it but so was the explicitly bourgeois and nationalist reaction against the Revolution and Versailles Treaty. The reactionaries hesitated between nostalgia for the monarchy and the conviction that the racially defined people (Volk) represented the nation. Among them, the Freikorps assembled demobilized veterans to fight socialists, communists and Slavs in the borderlands and in Germany itself. In March 1920, the Pan-German Wolfgang Kapp led

---


the Freikorps Marinebrigade Ehrhardt (Erhardt Naval Brigade) into Berlin to carry out a coup. The Freikorps resembled Fascism in obvious respects. Yet they differed in lacking a syndicalist and trade-union wing, while anti-Semitism was far more important to them than it was to the Italian Fascists. In the 1920s, movements such as the Home Guard provided a refuge for former paramilitary activists, but it was also part of small-town associational networks. These groups lacked political ambitions of their own, but Nazism would draw something from them.12

Mussolini’s appointment provoked excitement among opponents of the new Weimar Republic.13 Subsequently, movements from the right-wing veterans’ movement, the Stahlhelm (Steel Helmet), to the Catholic Centre Party adopted elements of fascism, understood selectively and in the light of their own ideas. The Stahlhelm emphasized the compromise between the conservatives, perhaps including the monarchy, and Fascism. Some were especially impressed by Mussolini’s seizure of power, for it seemed to prove that history was not on the side of ‘progress’, and that nationalists could compete with socialists in the streets. They also described themselves as a movement (Bewegung), but they also looked to the Italian regime, especially to the notion of the absolute leader of party and nation. To understand the resulting complexities, I shall return to the concepts used to understand Fascism as a social movement.

**Action Frames**

Fascist influence on Nazi ideology requires careful specification, for activists selectively incorporated the Italian model into an already well-established extreme-right tradition. However, defeat and revolution had discredited the older authoritarian, elitist, nationalism of the monarchy and pan-Germans. Hitherto marginal groups profited, and developed a new nationalism based on the racially defined people rather than the Kaiser, and blamed ‘Judeo-Bolshevik’ influence for Germany’s misfortunes. The notion of an ethnic Volk including Saxe, Austria and Germans in Eastern Europe and the Baltic constituted a rejection both of old-style kleindeutsch nationalism (i.e. of Germany within its pre-1914 borders) and of the Versailles Treaty. The belief that Germany was engaged in a war

to the death against a ‘Judeo-Bolshevik’ enemy and that German success in the struggle for life depended on the conquest of living space in the East was already important in volkische groups.44 The discredit of established nationalism may also have made Germans receptive to Mussolini’s example. But when Hitler praised Fascism for its attacks on the three weapons of international Jewry—freemasons, the international press and Marxism—he interpreted Italian Fascism in his own way, in the service of his own strategies, as did his followers.15

**Institutionalism:**

Were it not for the homogenizing effect of interpretations based on anomic, the desire for charismatic leadership and/or the need for a political religion, there would be no need to rehearse the vast scholarly literature showing the variable appeal of the Nazis. Electoral studies show that the Nazi appeal was diverse, appealed relatively more to groups such as Protestant farmers who were suffering from falling prices and to the urban middle classes alarmed by loss of savings and status.16 These groups initially embraced Nazism for complex reasons, often quite independently of any attempt by the party to mobilize them. In the 1928 elections, with little success, the party had directed socialistic propaganda at urban constituencies. However, the party had done unexpectedly well in rural areas. Schleswig-Holstein especially had witnessed a rural social movement, the Landvolk, which had organized tax strikes and even engaged in terrorism. Rural voters had used the Nazi message in ways not intended by the leadership. Quickly learning the lessons, the party re-designed its message and regional organizations and saturated rural areas with permanent propaganda. A social movement had unintentionally re-shaped the party.17

The diversity of Nazi support imported conflict into the movement. For instance, Otto Strasser advocated the socialization of big business, while Hitler retorted that he would only ‘socialise enterprises that are prejudicial to the interests of the nation’. Likewise, women played a complex role in the movement. As in Italy, the ethos of the Brownshirts mixed masculinism, contempt for women and idealization of mothers. Yet Hitler’s refusal to allow women to occupy positions of political responsibility enabled them to organize separately. They evoked their own version of Lebensraum (living space), meaning the promotion of a harmonious society modelled on the home, and they propagated for their version of National Socialism in public meetings—not just through charity work. Tensions between male and female activists remained largely subterranean until after the seizure of power. That women usually came off second best in conflicts with men was the result of differential power resources rather than acceptance of a subordinate position in a political religion.10

**Solidarity**

Peter Merkl’s study of some 500 autobiographies of pre-1933 members shows that nearly a third of them were attracted primarily by the social solidarity of the national community.11 Sven Reichardt’s micro-study of Berlin storm-troopers shows that the violence of the SA reinforced solidarity—for Goebbels, bloodshed for the party was ‘cement’—bringing together friendship groups, workmates and practitioners of sports.12 Furthermore, although from 1930, the Nazis toned anti-Semitism down, activists continued to attack Jews in the streets, and from 1931 to 1932, local groups intensified boycotts of Jewish businesses. The boycott campaign was not a mass phenomenon, but it too reinforced the solidarity of the movement.13

Rituals and demonstrations also mattered. The party took some of them from Italy, notably the use of flags, the Roman salute and the leader
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cult.\textsuperscript{51} However, Nazism was not a simple copy. The Führer cult combined the Italian example with the old conservative critique of ‘leaderless democracy’ which was common to several European countries, the long-standing cult of Bismarck, the idea of a people’s Kaiser, and the veterans’ belief in leadership combined with equality of sacrifice.\textsuperscript{51} There was a quasi-religious dimension to these rituals. Merkl’s autobiographies show that some saw Hitler, as a man who had risen from humble origins, as the only hope for Germany; others expressed their willingness to die for him. Even the worldly and egotistical Hermann Göring spoke of ‘the beloved leader of the German freedom movement’.\textsuperscript{52} A journalist encouraged readers to set up shrines to Hitler in their homes.\textsuperscript{50}

We must beware of taking literally the Nazi’s explanations of how solidarity worked, for they were derived from crowd theory and are too easily recycled in the Weberian concept of charisma or in political religions theory. The place of charismatic authority in the movement must be carefully specified, and the term must be historicized. For instance, the belief of SA leaders that they must embody the group as a whole while remaining removed from the mass was compatible with routine crowd psychology, and doubtless it shaped their subjectivity and guided their action. Blind faith in Hitler may have been strongest in those who joined the party early, before there were any successes to confirm Hitler’s genius. These people were most likely to stick with Hitler to the bitter end, when facts had manifestly falsified his prophecies. Their emotional commitment may also explain why they were willing to accept radical changes of political direction, such as the alliance with the nationalist right in the 1929 campaign against the Young Plan. The many unemployed young men who joined the SA may also have been especially open to its offer of comradeship, especially as many of them had broken with their families, and had perhaps lived in SA hostels. But the SA was never characterized by the sort of solidarity about which the Nazis fantasized; many activists did have outside employment and families, and even the aforementioned unemployed


\textsuperscript{54}Kershaw, The ‘Hitler Myth’, p. 39.
young men could feel rivalry towards other SA groups.\textsuperscript{57} Many young SA men were too young to have fought in the war, and identified with the front generation also because it was a socially valuable to do so. That is not to deny the strength of the emotional commitment, only to avoid essentializing it.\textsuperscript{58} A glance at the wider Nazi constituency confirms that emotion and instrumentalism could go together. As in Italy, the Nazi's initial advance in the countryside in the 1928 elections owed little to Hitler's charisma or tactical nous. After the elections, the party attributed these gains to Hitler's genius, which became both emotional commitment and weapon in internal struggles.

Even in the inner core of the early movement, when the NSDAP remained marginal, instrumentalization and emotion were hard to separate. The limits of Hitler's charismatic leadership provoked him to instrumentalize Mussolini's leader cult. In the mid-1920s, the Duce's establishment of a dictatorship helped to convince Hitler that he might himself be Germany's Führer, even if publicly he still deferred to other potential leaders.\textsuperscript{59} Indeed, one of his chief opponents, Otto Strasser, claimed that activists must obey the idea rather than the 'merely human' leader, and he was more likely to refer to National Socialism as a movement than as a party.\textsuperscript{60} A bust of Mussolini in his Munich office legitimated Hitler's pretensions.

\textbf{The Role of the Movement in the Seizure of Power}

The Italian model particularly influenced the way in which the National Socialists read the tactical possibilities. Initially, Hitler was most impressed by the belief that movement had seized power, and unwittingly or unwittingly he played down the importance of parliamentary manoeuvres. He commented, 'We only have to have the courage to act. Without struggle, no victory!'\textsuperscript{61} Then, reflecting on the failure of his 1923 Munich coup, Hitler re-read Italian events and placed more emphasis on the combination of legality and violence. Moreover, Hitler consulted personally with Mussolini's envoy in Germany, Major Giuseppe Renzetti at least 39

\textsuperscript{57} Reichardt, 'Violence and Community', pp. 286–289.
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\textsuperscript{61} Kershaw, \textit{Hitler}, pp. 182183.
times between 1929 and 1934. The two leaders had a common interest in
attacking the Versailles Treaty, but some Nazis saw Italians as a weak race
that had betrayed Germany in 1914. Renzetti consistently encouraged
Hitler to ally with conservative forces, to take power legally and to join the
government only as senior member.62

In fact, while the Nazi movement benefitted from the connivance of
the judiciary, press and conservative politicians, it could not count on the
police to the extent that Italian Fascists could. Consequently, Brownshirt
violence was more restrained. Threats were rarely carried out and there
was no attempt to destroy the left prior to a March on Berlin. Amongst
other things, SA mobilizations were part of an electoral strategy, designed
to demonstrate that the movement represented the nation better than
the government did. Nevertheless, bourgeois opinion does seem to have
approved a violent practice that respectable values forbade them to indulge
in themselves.63 Moreover, deal a deal with the conservatives brought
Nazism to power. As in Italy, the conflict between National Socialists and
Communists in the streets complicated the usual mechanisms of para-
liamentary majority formation, turned the army against the republic, and
ultimately obliging the appointment of Hitler as Chancellor in order to
break the parliamentary deadlock.64

On the night of Hitler’s appointment as Chancellor, the new cabinet
gathered in the Reich Chancellery to view a massive torch-lit march of SA
fighters. The participation of the Stalhelm demonstrated the breadth of
Hitler’s coalition and confirmed the Nazis’ roots in a broad social move-
ment. Analogies with Italy were obvious to contemporaries: a journalist
allegedly remarked that they were witnessing the ‘March on Rome in
German form’. Perhaps he knew that Renzetti was the only foreign guest
invited to join the official party. During the night, attacks on socialists and
communists underlined the parallel with Italy, but aggression towards per-
sons of ‘Jewish appearance’ suggested something different to the Italian
regime.65

The rise of Nazism complicated the reception of fascism, for Hitler soon
eclipsed Mussolini on the international stage. One by one, movements
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that had been allied to the Italians shifted their allegiance to Germany. Mussolini responded by redoubling promotion of fascism abroad, and rivalry continued even after Italy and Germany joined the Axis Pact. To compete with the Nazis and satisfy pro-Nazis in his own party, Mussolini adopted anti-Semitism. He also depicted Fascism as ‘Latin’, a strategy that would have implications for fascism internationally. There is no space to trace all the ramifications of the fascism on its worldwide journey. I shall concentrate on a few illustrations.

**HUNGARY**

Paradoxically, while Hungary had been a major theatre of paramilitary conflicts in the aftermath of the war, extreme right-wing social movements were relatively weak in the 1920s. Gyula Gömbös, on the more radical wing of the White Terror, had backed the regent, Admiral Miklós Horthy. That had ensured that agrarian and business elites remained in control of a semi-authoritarian system under Prime Minister István Bethlen. Popular mobilization was restricted by the defeat of the left in 1919 and the manipulation of elections, in which the open ballot was the norm. Soon, Gömbös was disillusioned with the conservatism of the Bethlen government. His small group of followers, the remnants of the paramilitaries and secret societies with links to the army, went into opposition. Gradually, they adopted more of the characteristics of a political movement, but remained unusual for another reason. Besides admiring Mussolini, they established links with Hitler, partly through German minorities in Hungarian towns. Hungarians were attracted to National Socialism’s extreme hostility to the peace treaties and by its anti-Semitism, for they held Jewish universalism responsible for undermining the ethnic Hungarian nation. This message resonated with the officer class and bureaucrats who had recently governed a great empire.

The world economic crisis permitted the revival of Gömbös’s fortunes, even though there was not a great mobilization of social movements. Deals at the peak of the state mattered more. In 1932, Horthy made Gömbös Prime Minister on condition that he renounced anti-Semitism. Gömbös complied, and anyway he had long admired Mussolini. But in June 1933, he was among the first heads of state to visit Hitler, attracted by the promise of treaty revision and by German economic power. Gömbös also attempted to build a genuine power base in the form of

---

*Bauerkämper, 'Transnational Fascism', p. 234.*
mass party, and secured the election of 100 favourably parliamentarians in 1935. However, the absence of a threat from left-wing social movements and the conservative grip on elections meant that his success was limited. Conservatives were alarmed by Gömbös’s anti-Semitism, establishment of economic ties with Germany and placing of pro-Germans in key positions in the army and governing party. Conservatives feared that these measures would undermine ties with Italy, and thus weaken opposition to the unification of Austria and Germany. In October 1936, Gömbös died and the conservatives returned to power, but conservatives were not strong enough to reverse the pro-German alignment.

Paradoxically, the defeat of fascism in the state marked the beginning of fascism as a significant social movement, the absence of which had weakened Gömbös’s premiership. After his death, many of Gömbös’s followers turned to a new pro-Nazi Party of National Will led by Ferenc Szálasi, which was quickly banned but re-emerged in 1938 as the Arrow Cross. The party was more genuinely a social movement than earlier far-right groups had been, possessing perhaps 100,000 members by 1940, and it was notable for its popular appeal. Urban workers were sympathetic to attacks on Jewish employers. Poor agricultural labourers in Western Hungary were attracted by promises of land reform, ultranationalism and anti-Semitism. National Socialism also appealed because many seasonal rural workers had earned high wages in Germany. Fascist groups in Hungary did not become sufficiently strong as social movements to entirely disrupt politics at the state level, but thanks to the presence in them of so many pro-Nazi officers, they did ensure that the regime became increasingly anti-Semitic. The Arrow Cross quickly declined once Hungary had entered the war, and even more so after it became clear that Germany would not win, but in the final days of the war the remaining fascists won power. Those who now occupied governing positions issued from the ‘charismatic community’ within the fascist leadership, but the logic of the situation in which they found themselves, the product of earlier unwise choices, meant that their actions were not entirely irrational.67

---

FRANCE

In Hungary, fascism initially lacked a social base. In France, in contrast, the social movement suffered from a lack of allies among the elites. In 1919, France too experienced an upsurge of activism on the part of veteran associations, bourgeois self-defence groups, women’s groups, conservative white-collar and peasant unions. Often they were politicized, but moderate conservatives predominated. Unlike their German and Italian counterparts, French conservatives had for decades been excluded from power, and so they were better placed to capture hopes of renewal. The parliamentary right, as the Bloc national, won the elections of 1919.

The Bloc was dominated by informally organized elitist parties and civil society groups largely lined up behind them, notably the ‘1919 Movement’ for reform of the constitution. But the creation of the Démocratie nouvelle (The New Democracy), however insignificant numerically it was, demonstrated that France was capable of generating something resembling Fascism quite independently of the Italian example. Well before the March on Rome, conservatives explicitly evoked the lessons of Italy. Among the first to do so were the Unions civiques, local groups that had been formed to break a general strike of 1 May 1920, affiliated to which were nationalist, student and veterans’ groups. One activist urged imitation of the methods of Italy and Spain which he saw as a ‘bourgeois rebellion’ against Socialist anti-patriots. However, the Unions did not envisage an autonomous political role, and allowed themselves to be directed by the government.

By the time that Mussolini seized power, the Bloc’s political capital had declined, for it failed to translate expectation into concrete legislation. Now, the discontented right wing of the Bloc evoked the successes of Mussolini, which they assimilated to Catholic authoritarian conservatism, often grouped with Primo de Rivera’s Spanish military dictatorship. These admirers also made some concessions to Fascism as a social movement, calling for a French Mussolini to embody popular discontent
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with politicians.\textsuperscript{70} The neo-royalist *Action française* also began to liken itself to Fascism, which it claimed derived from French ideas. According to Dieter Rucht’s definition *Action française* was not a social movement, for its leaders aspired only to mobilize disciplined elites for a coup d’état. However, it contained a syndicalist wing, led by Georges Valois, who shared Mussolini’s interest in Georges Sorel, and attempted to mobilize business and workers’ groups.\textsuperscript{71}

In 1924, the electoral victory of the *Cartel des gauches* (Left Cartel) provoked fear of revolution and completed discredit of the Bloc national. There ensued a multi-sector mobilization of Catholics and veterans. Two new extreme right-wing leagues emerged, the *Jeunesses patriotes* (JP) and the *Faisceau*. The JP ambiguously combined anti-parliamentarianism with alliance with the parliamentary conservatives, while the Faisceau rejected democracy and electoralism. Both attracted large memberships, were connected to civil society groups and were social movements in our sense. They often evoked fascism, identified with the young war generation, and embraced mass politics, paramilitarism and the leader cult. The new leagues denounced not only the Bloc and its failure to regenerate the nation and fight communism, but *Action française*, which it saw as timidly elitist.

From an *instrumental* perspective, the Faisceau and JP advocated or created organizations designed to constitute the kernel of a future corporatist system, thus providing selective incentives to join the movement in the form of access to employment in the present. The two leagues also offered *solidarity* through participation in tightly knit organizations identified with the veterans, and used rituals and regalia that were directly inspired by Fascism. The JP refused to adopt the "axe or the fasces of the old Roman lictors as their badge", but their shock troops were organized in ‘centuries’, wore a uniform of blue raincoats and berets and used the Roman salute. Faisceau members wore dark blue shirts and held military-style mobilizations with grandiose *mise en scène*, borrowed as much from the Fascist regime as from Fascist movement.

\textsuperscript{70} *La République française*, 12 October 1922. See also, *L’Indépendant* (canton of Pont-a-Mousson, Nomécy and Thiaucourt), 13 September 1923; *Bulletin de l’ALP*, 1 January, 15 April, 1 August, 15 October 1923; *Action nationale républicaine*, 3 May 1923.

Ideologically these movements were heterogeneous. Both drew on diverse French traditions and networks, but combined them with Italian ideas. Pierre Taittinger, the Jeunesse patriote leader, combined Bonapartism with Catholic conservatism and influences from outside the political sphere, such as management science. The Faisceau was divided between a Catholic conservative strand that distrusted the league’s social movement dimension and Georges Valois’ own syndicalism.

As we have seen in Italy and Germany, none of these aspects could be separated in the cut and thrust of practical politics, as the leagues’ use of the label ‘fascism’ reveals. They saw in Fascism a means to renew French anti-republicanism, and initially, few expressed reservations about what they saw in Italy. However, given the diversity of the extreme-right tradition, the question of labels was potentially divisive. The JP preferred the label ‘France’ because reference to Bonapartism, royalism, or republicanism was potentially divisive. Valois, in contrast, used the fascist label. He claimed that fascism was an international force that took different forms in different countries and like AF argued that Fascism’s roots were French. As Valois monopolized the Fascist label, AF and even the JP dropped it. Nevertheless, the use of fascist symbols and paraphernalia, even without use of the label, was inevitably taken as a challenge to the regime. The leagues used what Bruno Goyet calls ‘the grammar of the March on Rome’. Using the language of war, the Faisceau predicted the imminence of ‘H-Hour’, and the JP joined in their paramilitary style mobilizations. They did not imitate the systematic violence of the Italians, but used paramilitary display to portray themselves as stronger and more national than the government.

These rhetorical manoeuvres did not enable the leagues to monopolize right-wing opinion, and still less to win power. Although protests against the Cartel des gauches had created a fluid situation, and the leagues had disrupted routine political calculations, they struggled to convert street power into state power. The government retreated on its religious reforms and raised veterans’ pensions. The leagues enjoyed the backing of many parliamentary conservatives, but had few deputies of their own, for there
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had been no elections. In any case the strength of anti-parliamentarianism made the leagues reluctant to participate in elections. Consequently, it was easier in France than in Italy to form parliamentary coalitions. In 1926, the centre-left Radical-Socialist Party switched support to the right, permitting the establishment of a new government that defused the crisis. The Faisseau quickly declined, while the JP survived only because it transferred its activist energy to regeneration of the parliamentary right.

In the 1930s, the leagues reappeared. On 6 February 1934, Action française, the JP and a new league, the Croix de feu (Cross of fire), demonstrated against the allegedly corrupt government on the Place de la Concorde in Paris. Again, a fluid situation developed as the initiative passed to the streets. The army, police and judiciary proved reluctant to defend the government, which resigned. Again the leagues proved unable to profit from their victory. A parliamentary national unity government under Gaston Doumergue took over, with token representation in the cabinet to ‘cover’ the leagues.

Certainly, it proved harder for parliamentarians to master events, for there followed years of confrontation between left and right in the streets, while divisions in parliament meant that the government could not implement promised reforms. The Doumergue government was discredited, leaving space for the most untainted league, the Croix de feu. The latter developed a complex network of specialist organizations, integrated into a broad social movement, and in terms of membership it soon became the largest political organization France had ever seen. It expanded even more from 1936, when, thanks to dissolution ordered by a left-wing government, it reformed as a political party, the Parti social français (PSF).76

Whether the Croix de feu was fascist remains controversial, for the answer depends entirely upon definition. It resembled Fascism and Nazism in some respects, but not others. Some members regarded themselves as fascist, notably in Montpellier, where royalists had long admired Mussolini.77 Most rejected the fascist label and denied any affinity at all with Nazism, which it saw as an extreme form of Pan-German expansion—

Fascism as a Social Movement in a Transnational Context

ism. Moreover, ‘fascism’ had become just one more reference point in the divided far right, and so as one of its leaders put it, it determined to avoid proclaiming itself ‘Bonapartist, royalist, republican or fascist, and never pronounce these words that sow discord’. 78

Nevertheless, the Croix de feu showed much interest in the Nazi and Fascist regimes (and others), which it understood in the light of French radical-right traditions (which actually were not exclusively French) and of its own priorities. Above all, the movement was open to the notion of a ‘Latin’ alliance with Italy and Spain. Turning to the instrumentalist dimension of the league as a social movement, debates within the Croix de feu and PSF concerning the rights of unions (syndicates) in the proposed corporatist state were part of an international exchange dating back decades, but which now had concrete realizations in Italy to discuss. Croix de feu sympathizers were among the many that visited Italy to investigate its corporatist system. Usually, they preferred Guiseppe Bottai’s syndicalism and distrusted Alfredo Rocca’s statist corporatism. 79 Ironically, they invoked Italian radicals to legitimate a syndicalist programme that was considered conservative in France (and by French scholars of fascism).

The Croix de feu figured in the international circulation of ideas, notably in its debt to crowd psychology. It claimed to unite its members in the ‘mystique Croix de feu’, that is behind a mobilizing myth that united the mass behind a regenerated veteran elite. 80 In this sense, the Croix de feu sought to create a political religion, for it assigned sacred status to its objective, borrowed the paraphernalia of traditional religion and subsumed Catholicism into the mystique. 81 To propagate the mystique, La Rocque urged the repetition of a few ‘master ideas’, thus revealing the assumption that mass action was non-reflective. 82 But if the Croix de feu leadership saw itself as a male elite leading a feminized mass, female activists reworked the same categories to buttress their own claim to elite status. They claimed to be technicians possessed of a vocation for social work that was unique to women and thus to be perfectly placed to propagate
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the Croix de Feu mystique in the mass. Their social conception of politics set them against male activists.\textsuperscript{33}

Turning to solidarity, Croix de Feu members wore armbands, not uniforms, and the Roman salute was only used unofficially. They identified with the veterans rather than with foreign fascist movements, and association with this prestigious group was important for women too, some of whom invoked service as war nurses. However, the league’s structure and paramilitary methods closely resembled those of the Passepoil. In response to secret orders, members travelled in columns of motor vehicles to locations revealed en route—sometimes to left-wing strongholds. Although violence often ensued, the purpose was more one of display and threat and to reinforce the solidarity of the movement. There was none of the systematic destruction of socialist movements that the Italian Fascists engaged in. But inevitably the practice provoked fears that the league was inspired by fascism, and we can safely assume that its leaders knowingly took that risk.\textsuperscript{34} With hindsight, we know that Croix de feu mobilizations were remarkably similar to those in Germany, in that they were symbolic instruments meant to demonstrate the movement’s fitness for office, and threats were rarely carried out.\textsuperscript{35}

The Croix de feu proved unable to emulate the National Socialists in winning power. La Rocque privately recognized that in a large Western country, a movement could not ‘rely exclusively on a romantic coup de force to get into power’. He added that ‘despite the extreme nature of their doctrines, neither Mussolini nor Hitler made that mistake’; Hitler especially owed his success to elections. In Germany, La Rocque said, proportional representation and repeated dissolutions favoured Hitler, but that did not ‘make the precedent any the less impressive’. In France, he argued, the problem was that while the mass of the population was accustomed to democracy, ‘many members [of the Croix de feu] feel a real repugnance for elections’, and they joined us because ‘they no longer believed in universal suffrage’. Caught between these two stools, La Rocque resolved to give secret support to the best candidates of other parties in the coming elections. However, when the league became a party in 1936, most of
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those deputies refused to join. Like its 1920s precursors, neither the Croix de feu nor the PSF could convert their power as movements into leverage in parliament. In this, the movement was quite typical of admirers of fascism elsewhere in Europe, with the partial exception of the short-lived Gyula Gömbös government in Hungary (1932–1936). Elsewhere in Europe, fascist movements depended either on German invasion or, in the case of Spain, on a military rising.

**Fascism Outside Europe**

Definitions of generic fascism take Europe as exemplary, and ask whether or not movements outside Europe match them. Not surprisingly, historians of non-European states object that this method implies the transmission from advanced to backward regions on which modernization theory assumes. If transnational approaches emphasize diffusion, they risk reproducing the same error, but they are acceptable if they allow for selective appropriation (and for transfer in the other direction). For non-European admirers, Fascism and Nazism seemed to provide a model for the regeneration of nations, but they potentially rejected fascism where it favoured its own ethnic minorities abroad and harboured imperialist and racist designs. Only in Palestine did Nazi anti-Semitism have some appeal. Moreover, fascism was not the only reference for non-European nationalists.

Some Indian nationalists saw fascism as a precedent for and reinforcement of the independence movement. For instance, the radical Indian nationalist, Subhas Chandra Bose, made several visits to Italy and Germany in the 1930s, and was initially attracted to Fascism as a strong form of nationalism, the heir of the Risorgimento. In 1926 claimed that Italy would realize a new synthesis of fascism and communism. Under pressure from anti-fascists in Congress he drew back from that position, not least because Hitler justified British rule in India on racial grounds. Bose looked instead to the socialist authoritarianism of Kemal Atatürk. But he never gave up hope that Britain’s enemies would help India achieve independence. In 1941 he escaped to Berlin (with the help of the USSR), where he helped to form an Indian Legion recruited from POWs, before transferring his hopes to the Indian National Army, formed from Japan’s POWs.86
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In China, the Blueshirt movement (*Laniyube*) had greater similarities to Fascism and Nazism, or at least to some strands of them, but the social movement dimension was weak. The Blueshirts originated as part of a patriotic movement that wished the government to resist more strongly the Japanese invaders. Very quickly, they were absorbed into the governing Kuomintang Party. They became one of several groups linked to a secret military freemasonry (*the Lizinghe*) that had been formed in 1932 as a vehicle for the return to power of Chiang Kai-shek, who had recently resigned as head of the Kuomintang government. Some members had attended military schools in Italy and Germany, and the movement was formed at a time when Hitler's advent to power had provoked much interest in fascism. Some activists described themselves as fascists, and some copied the paramilitarism and ritual of European movements. Other members criticized pro-fascists for 'misunderstanding' the purpose of the Blueshirts, and some disliked the Nazis' Aryan supremacism. Historians cannot settle these rival claims to authenticity; one can only say that the Blueshirts read (or misread) fascism selectively, as means to regenerate the Kuomintang and the Chinese nation, just as it had supposedly saved Italy and Germany. This fascism meant totalitarian control, economic planning and unconditional loyalty to the Chiang Kai-shek, who was likened to Mussolini, but also to Stalin. Indeed, fascism was not the only reference point—in July 1933, Chiang identified China with the three developing nations of Germany, Italy and Turkey, in which the people allegedly worked together with the army to create a new nation. This authoritarian fascism was combined with Confucian ideas of community hierarchy, filial piety and duty. The Blueshirts founded the New Life Movement (NLM) to transmit appropriate manners to the masses (such as washing and not spitting), again combining Confucianism with the supposed orderliness of the Japanese and Germans. In sum, the movement possessed some of the characteristics of social movements, there was little independent or oppositional activism.64

The Brazilian *Ação Integralista Brasileira* (AIB) had more in common with fascism than the Chinese movements did, and it was a social movement in Dieter Rucht's sense, for it was one element of a network of
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groups that sought to bring about a 'change of society'. The Revolution of 1930 had put an end to the Old Republic, an oligarchic regime based on limited franchise and dominated by coffee growers, and established a provisional regime under Getúlio Vargas. Some elements of the revolutionary coalition were the 'outs' of the old order, including regionalists from Brazil's powerful provinces, and army backing was essential to the success of the rebellion. But the Revolution also witnessed something new—a social movement based on middle-class groups in the cities of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro and some rural areas, linked loosely to young military officers (the Tenentes—lieutenants). The middle-class groups were involved in professional groups, churches and associations of German and Italian immigrants. The revolutionaries all opposed corruption and wanted regeneration, but did not agree what that meant.

In different ways, the revolutionaries all took something from Fascism and/or Nazism. Brazilian nationalists saw fascism as the model for a strong nation, and saw assimilation of immigrants as essential to national power. But Italians and especially Germans, who were numerous in southern farming areas and in the city of São Paulo, wanted to preserve their languages and cultures. From the mid-1930s, both the Fascist and National Socialist regimes increasingly took an interest in these emigrants, competing with each other for influence in the AIB. The Nazis encouraged Germans to consider themselves 'Germans abroad' rather than Brazilians.\(^{30}\)

The social question also divided the revolutionaries. The revolution had been made in the name of 'the people', but it provoked the rise of communism and independent trade unions. Paternalist liberals opposed any concessions to the workers, but some Tenentes favoured social reform in the name of universal justice. Another Tenentes spokesman wished the middle-class to lead the people—hitherto, they said, the middle class had been crushed by oligarchs who were able to exploit the 'fickle multitude'. Consequently, they rejected the liberals' demand for a constitution and free elections.\(^{30}\)

By the mid-1930s the revolutionary coalition was divided between extreme left and right, both of which competed with Vargas to lead 'the


people'. Some middle-class people backed the National Liberation Alliance (ANL), formed in March 1935. The ANL was an anti-fascist popular front movement, which by May 35, possessed 1600 branches. It called for cancellation of foreign debts, rights for trade unions, and breaking up the latifundia. By the end of the year it was under communist control, but initially it had been moderate and envisaged middle-class leadership of the people, and in that sense at least it resembled the AIB, even though it dismissed the latter as fascist.

In the AIB it is hard to disentangle Catholicism, nationalism, Tenentismo, Fascism and Nazism. The AIB condemned politicians, capitalism and communism; activists wore green shirts, engaged in street violence and staged mass rallies. It was part of a network of courts, clinics, dispensaries, schools, women’s groups and commercial enterprises, and won some support from German associations, but more joined the National Socialist Party itself. The AIB defined itself in classic crowd psychology terms. It was a moral elite, ethically superior to corrupt, cosmopolitan capitalism. It was better qualified to lead the people, which was incapable of governing itself and vulnerable to the dark mirage of communism, but which might serve as a source of the ideal. The AIB’s mystical and ethical view of the nation resembled a political religion, but it was harnessed to quite specific interests.

Vargas tried to steer clear of the extremes and established a compromise constitution. In late 1935, backed by a vote of special powers in Congress and by the Integralista in the streets, his government stamped out the communist movement. Since the constitution forbade Vargas to stand for a second term, the Integralistas expected either that their leader, Plínio Salgado, would win the presidential election, or that they would provide the core of a Vargas dictatorship. In the event, Vargas assumed dictatorial powers in 1937. Soon after, he suppressed the AIB, and on 10–11 May 1938, easily snuffed out an attempted rising. In April 1938 he outlawed the National Socialist Party in Brazil. The left depicted Vargas’s New State as fascist, and it did indeed have much in common with the statist, nationalist and Catholic elements of Fascism. But the Vargas regime had sup-
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92 Owensby, Intimate Ironies, pp. 138–139. Le Bon’s La psychologie des foules had been translated into Portuguese in 1941, but doubtless analogous categories were circulating in the Portuguese language well before that.
pressed the mass party, and with it the social movement dimension of fascism.

Like most of the admirers of fascism, the AIB failed to win power, and failed to convert its strength as a social movement into political leverage. The AIB had been inspired by the German and Italian example of combining street agitation with electoralism. However, access to political power depended ultimately on winning the presidency, and while the AIB initially thought victory in the scheduled election to be possible, Salgado soon withdrew from the campaign, doubtless aware that in the unlikely event of victory, Vargas would launch a coup. Perhaps in keeping with the unspoken rules of Brazilian politics, the AIB had focussed on regional legislatures, so had no leverage in Congress either. When Vargas carried out his coup, the AIB hoped to become a regime party. But for the new dictator, the AIB’s links (real and imagined) to the Fascist and Nazi regimes made it a dangerous rival and an obstacle to his desire for US support. When the AIB attempted to seize power, it found that it had few friends in high places.

As for the Italian and German governments, they were torn between backing the AIB in order to counter each other within the movement and American influence in Brazil, and fear of alienating the Vargas government. In the end, the Germans held aloof from the AIB’s attempted coup. The Italian ambassador urged the AIB to act and accused it of too great a respect for democracy, but his government overruled him. Ironically, Vargas and the press blamed the Germans, not the Italians, for the AIB’s attempted coup. The government banned the use of foreign languages in schools, churches and even in public, but enforced the law only against the Germans, partly because the Fascists’ emphasis of Latin solidarity had some purchase. midfielder. The establishment of the Vargas regime and suppression of the ANL and AIB dissipated the middle-class movement, permitting Vargas to redefine the people around the working class and to embrace a policy of social reform.
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CONCLUSION

The organizations considered above, or at least elements of them, conform to Dieter Rucht's definitions of a social movement. They sought to reorder society and/or resist fundamental change, in diverse and contested ways—from destruction of the left to the re-making relations between men and women. They were part of a network of networks, in that they emerged from, and competed with others to capture, a politically nebulous upsurge of collective activity, whether in the wake of the Great War, following the Japanese invasion of China or the Brazilian Revolution of 1930. They possessed a group identity, even if they disagreed on what that identity was or interpreted it differently, and they defined themselves against enemies, if not necessarily the same ones. Members joined for instrumental reasons, which often set them against other members.

In one way or another all the movements in question looked to Italian Fascism and later Nazism as a model. They admired Fascism as an example of the regeneration or actualization of a decadent or oppressed nation; they copied specific family and social programmes, and they used Mussolini's leader cult as a weapon in intra-movement conflicts. Particularly relevant is that all the organizations that I have considered (with the exception of the Indian Nationalists) meditated the Italian success in converting an anti-political street movement into a party and a regime, through the combination of agitation in the streets and political manoeuvring, while applying the lessons in different ways. Thus, the organizations that I have considered were entangled, both with fascism and as social movements, on a transnational scale.

That does not mean that they essentially were fascist or social movements, only that our definitions reveal particular aspects. In the case of fascism, social movements always had political ambitions, and in respects not highlighted here they acted as political parties. By the same token there was in practice no absolute distinction between movement and regime, for the practices of the movement could be detected in regimes, in spite of the purges of the Blackshirts and murder of leading Brownshirts in 1926 and 1934 respectively. In Italy, the victims of purges were described as 'anti-fascists', revealing again the importance of following definitions in action. In spite of the purges, in Italy, the violence of ex-squad members remained essential to the practice of the regime, as officials, prison guards and as soldiers in Ethiopia and in the civil war that followed Mussolini's
fall. Doubtless the same could be said of Germany, but of course there were many other logics at play in both regimes.95
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